Galaxy or the Small Magellanic Cloud. Current models for the free electron content in the Universe imply the burst is < 1 Gpc distant. No further bursts are seen in 90-hr of additional observations, implying that it was a singular event such as a supernova or coalescence of relativistic objects. Hundreds of similar events could occur every day and act as insightful cosmological probes.
Transient radio sources are difficult to detect, but can potentially provide insights into a wide variety of astrophysical phenomena (1) . Of particular interest is the detection of short-duration (≤ few ms) radio bursts that may be produced by exotic events at cosmological distances such 1 as merging neutron stars (2) or evaporating black holes (3) . Pulsar surveys are currently one of the only records of the sky with good sensitivity to radio bursts, and the necessary temporal and spectral resolution required to unambiguously discriminate between short-duration astrophysical bursts and terrestrial interference. Indeed, they have recently been successfully mined to detect a new Galactic population of transients associated with rotating neutron stars (4) . The burst we report here, however, has a significantly higher inferred energy output than this class and is not observed to repeat. This burst, therefore, represents an entirely new phenomenon.
The burst was discovered during a search of archival data from a 1.4-GHz survey of the Magellanic Clouds (5) using the multibeam receiver on the 64-m Parkes radio telescope (6) in Australia. The survey consisted of 209 telescope pointings, each lasting 2.3 hr. During each pointing, the multibeam receiver collected independent signals from 13 different positions (beams) on the sky. The data from each beam were one-bit sampled every millisecond over 96 frequency channels spanning a 288-MHz wide band. Radio signals from all celestial sources propagate through a cold ionized plasma of free electrons before reaching the telescope. The plasma, which exists within our Galaxy and in extragalactic space, has a refractive index which is frequency dependent. As a result, any radio signal of astrophysical origin should exhibit a quadratic shift in their arrival time as a function of frequency, with the only unknown being the integrated column density of free electrons along the line of sight, known as the dispersion measure (DM). Full details of the data reduction procedure to account for this effect, and to search for individual dispersed bursts, are given in the supporting online material. In brief, for each beam, the effects of interstellar dispersion were minimized for 183 trial DMs in the range 0-500 cm −3 pc. The data were then searched for individual pulses with signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) greater than four using a matched filtering technique (7) optimized for pulse widths in the range 1 ms-1 s. The burst was detected in data taken on 2001 August 24 with DM = 375 cm −3 pc contemporaneously in three neighboring beams (Fig. 1) , and is located approximately three 2 degrees south of the center of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC).
The pulse exhibits the characteristic quadratic delay as a function of radio frequency (Fig. 2) expected from dispersion by a cold ionized plasma along the line of sight (10) . Also evident is a significant evolution of pulse width across the observing frequency band. The behavior we observe, where the pulse width W scales with frequency f as W ∝ f −4.8±0. 4 , is consistent with pulse-width evolution due to interstellar scattering with a Kolmogorov power law (W ∝ f −4 , 11). The filterbank system has finite frequency and time resolution, which effectively sets an upper limit to the intrinsic pulse width W int = 5 ms. We represent this below by the parameter
ms. Note that it is entirely possible that the intrinsic width could be much smaller than observed (i.e. W 5 ≪ 1) and the combination of intergalactic scattering and our instrumentation smear it to the resolution we see in Fig. 2 .
We can estimate the flux density of the radio burst in two ways. For the strongest detection, which saturated the single-bit digitizer in the observing system, we make use of the fact that the integrating circuit that sets the mean levels and thresholds is analog. When exposed to a source of strength comparable to the system equivalent flux density, an absorption feature in the profile is induced that can be used to estimate the integrated burst energy. For a 5-ms burst we estimate the peak flux to be 40 Jy (1 Jy ≡ 10 −26 W m −2 Hz −1 ). Using the detections from the neighboring beam positions, and the measured response of the multibeam system as a function of off-axis position (6), we determined the peak flux density to be at least 20 Jy. We therefore adopt a burst flux of 30 ± 10 Jy, which is consistent with our measurements, for the remaining discussion. Although we have only a limited information on the flux density spectrum, as seen in Fig. 2 , the pulse intensity increases at the lowest frequencies of our observing band. This implies that the flux density S scales with observing frequency f as S ∝ f −4 .
It is very difficult to attribute this burst to anything but a celestial source. The frequency dispersion and pulse-width frequency evolution argue for a cosmic origin. It is very unlikely 3 that a swept-frequency transmitter could mimic both the cold plasma dispersion law to high accuracy (see Fig. 2 ), and have a scattering relation consistent with the Kolmogorov power law.
Furthermore, terrestrial interference often repeats, and this was the only significantly dispersed burst detected with S/N > 10 in the analysis of data from almost 3000 separate positions.
Sources with flux densities greater than about 1 Jy are typically detected in multiple receivers of the multibeam system. While this is true for both terrestrial and astrophysical sources, the telescope had an elevation of ∼ 60
• at the time of the observation, making it virtually impossible for ground-based transmitters to be responsible for a source that was only detected in three adjacent beams of the pointing.
We have extensively searched for subsequent radio pulses from this enigmatic source. Including the original detection, there were a total of 27 beams in the survey data which pointed known contours of radio, infrared, optical and high-energy emission from the SMC. This, and the high DM, strongly suggest that the source is well beyond the SMC, which lies 61 ± 3 kpc away (13) .
No published gamma-ray burst or supernova explosion is known at this epoch or position, and no significant gamma-ray events were detected by the Third Interplanetary Network (14, 15) around the time of the radio burst. The Principal Galaxy Catalog (PGC; 16) was searched for potential hosts to the burst source. The nearest candidate (PGC 246336) is located 5 arcmin south of the nominal burst position, but the non-detection of the burst in the beam south of the brightest detection appears to rule out an association. If the putative host galaxy were similar in type to the Milky Way, the non detection in the PGC (limiting B magnitude of 18) implies a rough lower limit of ∼ 600 Mpc on the distance to the source.
We can place an upper bound on the likely distance to the burst from our DM measurement.
Assuming a homogeneous intergalactic medium in which all baryons are fully ionized, the intergalactic DM is expected (17, 18) to scale with redshift, z, as DM ∼ 1200z cm −3 pc for z ≤ 2. Subtracting the expected contribution to the DM from our Galaxy, we infer z = 0.3 which corresponds to a distance of about 1 Gpc. This is likely an upper limit, since a host Galaxy and local environment could both contribute to the observed DM. Using the electron density model for our Galaxy (12) as a guide, we estimate that there is a 25% probability that the DM contribution from a putative host galaxy is > 100 cm −3 pc and, hence, z < 0.2. Obviously the more distant the source, the more powerful it becomes as a potential cosmological probe.
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The sole event, however, offers little hope of a definitive answer at this stage. To enable some indicative calculations about potential source luminosity and event rates we adopt a distance of 500 Mpc. This corresponds to z ∼ 0.12 and a host galaxy DM of 200 cm −3 pc. In recognition of the considerable distance uncertainty, we parameterize this as D 500 = D/500 Mpc. If this source is well beyond the local group, it would provide the first definitive limit on the ionized column density of the intra-cluster medium, which is currently poorly constrained (19) .
What is the nature of the burst source? From the observed burst duration, flux density and distance, we estimate the brightness temperature and energy released to be ∼ 10
500 J respectively. These, and light-travel-time arguments which limit the source size to < 1500 km, for a non-relativistic source imply a coherent emission process from a compact region. Relativistic sources with bulk velocity v are larger by a factor of either Γ (for a steady jet model) or Γ 2 (for an impulsive blast model), where the Lorentz factor
and c is the speed of light.
The only two currently known radio sources capable of producing such bursts are the rotating radio transients (RRATs), thought to be produced by intermittent pulsars (4), and giant pulses from either a millisecond pulsar or young energetic pulsar. A typical pulse from a RRAT would only be detectable out to ∼ 6 kpc with our observing system. Even some of the brightest giant pulses from the Crab pulsar, with peak luminosities of 4 kJy kpc 2 (20), would be observable out to ∼ 100 kpc with the same system. In addition, both the RRAT bursts and giant pulses follow power-law distributions of pulse energies. The strength of this burst, which is some two orders of magnitude above our detection threshold, should have easily led to many events at lower pulse energies, either in the original survey data or follow-up observations. Hence, it appears to represent an entirely new class of radio source.
To estimate the rate of similar events in the radio sky, we note that the survey we have analyzed observed for 20 d and was sensitive to bursts of this intensity over an area of about 6 th of the entire sky) at any given time. Assuming the bursts to be distributed isotropically over the sky, we infer a nominal rate of ∼ 4500/20 = 225 similar events per day. Given our observing system parameters, we estimate that a 10 33 -Jy radio burst would be detectable out to z ∼ 0.3, or a distance of 1 Gpc. compatible with gamma-ray bursts, the brightness temperature and radio frequency we observe for this burst are significantly higher than currently discussed mechanisms or limitations for the observation of prompt radio emission from these sources (24) .
Regardless of the physical origin of this burst, we predict that existing data from other pulsar surveys with the Parkes Multibeam system (25, 26, 27, 28) should contain several similar bursts.
Their discovery would permit a more reliable estimate of the overall event rate. The only other published survey for radio transients on this timescale (29) did not have sufficient sensitivity to detect similar events at the rate predicted here. At lower frequencies (∼ 400 MHz) where many pulsar surveys were conducted, although the steep spectral index of the source implies an even higher flux density, the predicted scattering time (∼ 2 s) would make the bursts difficult to detect over the radiometer noise. At frequencies near 100 MHz where low frequency arrays currently under construction will operate (30), the predicted scattering time would be of order several minutes, and hence be undetectable.
Perhaps the most intriguing feature of this burst is its 30-Jy strength. While this has allowed us to make a convincing case for its extraterrestrial nature, the fact that it is over 100 times our detection threshold makes its uniqueness puzzling. Often, astronomical sources have a flux distribution that would naturally lead to many burst detections of lower significance; such events 7 are not observed in our data. If, on the other hand, this burst was a rare standard candle, more distant sources would have such large DMs that they would be both significantly red-shifted to lower radio frequencies and outside our attempted dispersion trials. If redshifts of their host galaxies are measurable, the potential of a population of radio bursts at cosmological distances to probe the ionized intergalactic medium (31) The dispersion is clearly seen as a quadratic sweep across the frequency band, with broadening towards lower frequencies. From a measurement of the pulse delay across the receiver band using standard pulsar timing techniques, we determine the DM to be 375±1 cm −3 pc. The two white lines separated by 15 ms that bound the pulse show the expected behavior for the cold-plasma dispersion law assuming a DM of 375 cm −3 pc. The horizontal line at ∼ 1.34 GHz is an artifact in the data caused by a malfunctioning frequency channel. This plot is for one of the offset beams in which the digitizers were not saturated. By splitting the data into four frequency sub-bands we have measured both the half-power pulse width and flux density spectrum over the observing bandwidth. Accounting for pulse broadening due to known instrumental effects, we determine a frequency scaling relationship for the observed width W = 4.6 ms (f /1.4 GHz) −4.8±0. 4 , where f is the observing frequency. A power-law fit to the mean flux densities obtained in each sub-band yields a spectral index of −4 ± 1. Inset: the total-power signal after a dispersive delay correction assuming a DM of 375 cm −3 pc and a reference frequency of 1.5165 GHz. The time axis on the inner figure also spans the range 0-500 ms.
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We now describe the techniques used to search for isolated dispersed bursts in the survey data. In general, we follow the methodology developed and described in detail by Cordes 
Interference excision
To minimize the number of impulsive bursts from terrestrial sources, for each sample the sum of the 96 frequency channels was computed. For truly unbiased single-bit data, the expected sum is 48 (i.e. half zeros and half ones) with a standard deviation of √ 48 = 6.9. Those samples which deviated from this ideal value by more than three standard deviations were flagged and not used in any subsequent analysis. This 'clipping' process resulted in about 5% of the entire data being discarded.
Time series generation
Electromagnetic waves propagating through an ionized plasma experience a frequency dependent delay across the observing frequency band due to the dispersive effects of the plasma. The difference in arrival times, ∆t, between a pulse received at a high frequency, f high , and a lower 13 frequency, f low , is given by the cold-plasma dispersion law (S4):
where DM is the integrated column density of free electrons in the ionized medium. This formula was used to calculate the delays of lower frequency channels with respect to the highest frequency channel in our band. For a given DM, we can remove dispersion by summing the individual frequency channels together and appropriately delaying the lower-frequency channels with respect to the highest frequency channel. The resulting data product is known as a 'dedispersed time series'. Since the DM of a source is a-priori unknown, this process is repeated multiple times to produce a set of time series spanning a range of DMs. In our analysis, 183 time series were produced for each beam, corresponding to the DM range 0-500 cm −3 pc. The DM step size was chosen such that the delay introduced at a slightly incorrect trial DM was always less than one time sample. For this survey, any residual broadening of pulses in the data is always less than 1 ms.
Time series normalization
The time series produced in the previous step have an offset which reflects the system noise in the receiver. This offset may vary significantly during the integration due to receiver and background noise variations in the observing system. These effects were mitigated by dividing each time series into 8 segments. For each segment, we subtract its mean from each sample therein and compute the resulting standard deviation, σ. To ensure that the mean and standard deviation are not biased by bright individual pulses, the procedure is performed twice, with pulses detected during the first pass omitted from the mean and standard deviation calculation of the second pass.
Single-pulse detection
Individual samples are considered potentially significant if they have amplitudes A > 4σ (S1).
This simple thresholding process is most sensitive to pulses of width equal to the sampling interval (i.e. 1 ms in our case) and can be considered as an ideal matched filter to such pulses.
To optimize sensitivity to broader pulses, samples are added in pairs, the standard deviation is recomputed and the 4σ threshold is again applied. This process is repeated a total of 10 times until a time resolution of 1.024 s has been reached. The absolute time index, pulse width with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (S/N; defined simply as A/σ) and the S/N itself are stored for subsequent analysis.
The standard deviation, σ, also contains useful information for calibration purposes. Using a modified form of the radiometer equation (S4), the root mean square noise fluctuations in Jy can be written as
where β = π/2 is a factor accounting for losses due to 1-bit digitization, T sys ≈ 30 K is the system noise temperature in the receiver, G ≈ 0.7 K Jy −1 is the antenna gain, N add is the number of times the time samples have been added in pairs, t samp = 1 ms is data sampling interval and ∆f = 288 MHz is the receiver bandwidth and C is the required scaling factor in units of Jy per standard deviation. In the flux density estimates given in the paper, we calibrated the S/N into Jy by simply multiplying them by C.
Diagnostic plotting
The search output is stored for offline visual inspection as a set of diagnostic plots. We show two examples of such plots for a detection of the known pulsar in the Large Magellanic Cloud B0529−66 (Fig. S1 ) and the discovery observation of the burst reported in this paper (Fig. S2 ).
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In both cases, the dispersed pulses are clearly visible above the background noise.
Each diagnostic plot was carefully scrutinized and potentially significant events were saved for follow-up analysis in which the events were examined in the time-frequency plane as shown in Fig. 2 of the main paper. Two known pulsars B0529−66 and B0540−69 were identified as a result of this process. The only remaining signal from the survey which clearly follows the cold-plasma dispersion law was the burst reported in the paper. See caption to Fig. S1 for details of the diagnostic plots. The burst is clearly visible in the S/N versus DM plot with a S/N of 23 and DM of 360 cm −3 pc (the closest trial DM to the true value determined in the paper, which was determined more precisely by an arrival-time analysis). The event is also seen in the lower panel as a highly dispersed isolated burst occuring approximately 1650 s after the start of the observation. Note also the presence of locally generated interference between 7000 and 8000 s.
